Basic Calligraphy Supply List

HB pencil, sharpened
White plastic or vinyl eraser
Ruler

Calligraphy broad-edged marker, 3mm, black There are several to choose from, such as the elegant writer, found locally, but my favorite is the Pigma graphic chisel available from johnnealbooks.com

Pad of graph practice paper
The best I have found is called JNB graph pad, available from johnnealbooks.com

layout pad
Any pad of plain white paper for pen and ink, such as Cotton Comp Pad from johnnealbooks.com

The following is optional, but if a student finds they are willing to continue with this art form, they will need:

Calligraphy cartridge pen and ink set, such as the Manuscript calligraphy set, which is available for the right or left hand, available from johnnealbooks.com

Other colors and sizes of calligraphy markers